
Posi t ive ly  P lanning your 
Caesarean Birth

Planning a Caesarean birth can be
daunting. Many women wonder where they
might have any control, once they decide
on this route. That it is now in the hands of
medics, and they are simply observers.  
 
But this needn't be the case.  
 
A planned Caesarean birth can be an
overwhelmingly positive experience. By
understanding the process, you can get
involved with decisions & take an active
part in your birth. You & your partner can
turn your focus to birthing & bonding with
calm, ease & joy.  
 
Here are some specific considerations for
your & your partner to think about as you
prepare for your birth - as well as the
'usual' birth-ie things! 
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Lots of women tell me that one of the strangest
things about a planned caesarean birth is knowing
which day their baby will be born. It can intensify
your feelings of anticipation - which you may
experience as both excitement & anxiety.  
 
The good news is that with a date in mind, you can
plan your final few days of pregnancy positively.
Here are some things to consider.....

* Focus on your relaxation. Keep 
practising your Calm Breathing, and 
listening to your MP3s. Controlling your 
breath, and calmly regulating your 
emotions will give you confidence if you 
feel anxious.  
 
* Quietly reflect on how your planned birth 
is a positive thing for you, your baby & 
your family. Feeling confident & clear is a 
big factor in experiencing your baby's 
birth positively.  
 
* This is the perfect time for self care! 
Book a massage & a pedicure (your toes 
may remain out of reach for a while!) 
Some women have their bikini line waxed 
soon before their c-birth (rather than 
leave this to the nurses).  
 
* Tune into your baby by preparing for 
being a Mum! You might set up a 'baby 
spot' downstairs, with clothes, changing 
kit etc,, so you won't need to keep 
negotiating stairs while you're recovering.  
 
* Speak to a lactation consultant. Thinking 
about your options with someone you trust 
now, can help take any pressure off later.  
 
* Watch some positive c-birth films. There 
are two available in the Client Area, or I 
can help direct you.  
 
* Buy a mini bottle of fizz and two lovely 
glasses. You & your partner will enjoy a 
well deserved glass as you toast your NEW 
BABY!
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I am worthy of this

pregnancy, this baby

and a positive birth. 

https://www.cookfood.net/register?redirect=/newmum&style=newparents


Choosing a planned Caesarean does not mark the end

of your active involvement in your birth. We already

know that knowledge, support, respect & control are

the correlating factors that mark 'Good Birth'

experiences - and you have every right to usher these

in to YOUR birth too!   

 

Here are some aspects you might like to consider.

Explain & discuss your preferences with your

consultants & midwives, so they can support you, and

assist as you have your own Good Birth. 

* Ask about having IVs & drips 

sited in your non-dominant arm, 

so you have as much control & 

mobility as possible once your 

baby is born.  

 

* Talk to your midwives about 

when your catheter can be 

inserted. Would you prefer it to be 

in the privacy of your room. Or to 

wait, and walk to theatre & have it 

inserted there? What are the pros 

& cons? Which do YOU prefer?  

 

* When your baby is being born, 

would you like them to drop the 

screen so you can see everything? 

Or would you prefer to see less of 

the detail?  

 

* Would you like the team to talk 

you through the procedure, or do 

you prefer to focus on & tune in to 

your partner? Would you like them 

to be quiet, so that the first voice 

your baby hears is yours?  

 

* Would you like to have your baby 

cleaned & weighted before he's 

passed to you? Or would you like 

him lifted straight onto your chest 

for skin to skin?  

 

* How would you like to discover 

the sex of your baby? Would you 

like to be told? For your birth 

partner to tell you? Or to find out 

yourself? 
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Birth is amazing.  

No matter how it

happens



Continued... 

* What about your placenta? Would you like to see it?

Are you planning on placenta encapsulation? How will

your support team help you with that?  

 

* Some women are surprised by the pressure applied to

your Bump, as your baby is walked to birth. It 's useful

knowledge to have in advance, and you might like your

consultant to let you know when she's going to do this.  

 

* Have you thought about how you'll feed your baby? If

you're planning on breastfeeding, would you like your

baby passed straight to you so she can find her way to

latch? Or maybe you'd prefer the first feed to be a

bottle (of expressed or formula milk?) while you're

making yourself comfortable. Some women find their

milk comes in a bit later after a C-birth - but this

doesn't mean there's a problem. Speaking to a lactation

consultant before your birth can help you gather  ALL

the information you need to make the right decisions

for you. 

YOUR BIRTH BAG 
* Magazines, music & entertainment! 

 

* Snacks - hospital food may not hit 

the mark after you've had your baby! 

Where might your birth partner get 

tasty, nutritious food for you? 

 

* Drinks, or cordials to pep up the 

hospital water 

 

* Comfy, BIG pants! Think Granny 

pants, a size larger than usual. 

Consider dark colours 

 

* Maternity pads 

 

* Peppermint tea - lots of women 

experience discomfort from trapped 

air. Peppermint tea is reputed to 

alleviate this 

 

* Arnica tablets can reduce bruising & 

aid recovery 

 

* Pillows - sometimes only a well 

known, comfy pillow will do. 

 

* A pair of flip flops or soft, slip on 

shoes to wear around hospital 

 

* An outfit to leave hospital in. Over 

the bump pregnancy leggings are 

often gentle on your tender wound, 

and easy to wear.  

 

* ....and ALL the usual things you 

might find in a pregnancy hospital bag 

too! 
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Some birth partners enjoy the reassuringly organised

nature of a planned Caesarean birth. Others wonder

what their role will be in all this.  

 

What's for sure is that there is PLENTY for birth

partners to think about in advance, do on the day, and

be hands on with afterwards. 

* Take time to sit together  before 

your baby will be born, and talk to 

each other about your biggest hopes 

& anxieties for the day. You might 

discover new, unexpected, ways you 

can protect & support each other.  

 

* How much of the procedure does 

your birth partner want to see? Is he 

worried about being squeamish? Do 

they want to get super close to the 

action as your baby is born? Do you 

want them near you at all times? 

 

* Is your birth partner prepared to be 

on-hand for every feed & nappy 

change? It's going to be a busy few 

weeks for him, while you rest, and he 

Protects & Serves you.  

 

* Get your birth partner involved in 

packing you hospital bag. You are 

going to be pretty reliant on him for 

a while, so he needs to know where 

everything is, and why you want it. 

It 's a skill to rely on others, and can 

feel uncomfortable if you're used to 

being active. It 's also an honour to 

serve & support new mothers in this 

special way.  

 

* Maybe most importantly....what 

will he wear under his scrubs?! Is he 

an 'over-the-clothes' kind of guy, or 

will he opt for pants & bare-chest?! 

Either way, he might want to pack a 

spare set of clothes too. 
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"The brilliant thing about

an elective c section is

that you start your

journey as a Mum with a

bit of a head start!" 

Emily



While your Caesarean birth can be a truly wonderful

thing, you do need to be mindful that you will have had

surgery. Listen to medics when they advise rest. Follow

their hints & tips. Rely on others. Be kind & gentle with

yourself. Remember that for a speedy recovery, you

may need to spend more time doing less, first.  

 

Here are some tips to help you start your new

Mothering journey on the Front Foot. 

* Start wriggling your feet & toes 

as soon as you can feel them again. 

Getting the blood flowing & 

sensation back can be hugely 

reassuring and help you be ready to 

get back on your feet.  

 

* Remember the Peppermint Tea to 

alleviate any trapped wind. And also 

be mindful that you can feel 

constipated afterwards (a side- 

effect of some painkillers....but also 

common in many women when they 

start breastfeeding). Think about 

stocking up on dried fruits, fibre 

rich cereals & fresh vegetables.  

 

* Following advice from your 

medics, keep mobile within reason, 

Listen to your body, and rest as you 

need to. Find the balance that feels 

comfortable for you.  

 

* Ask for help. Many of us are used 

to cracking on and doing...but this 

is a time to allow others to help you 

out. When you have visitors, ask 

them to bring supplies, make tea, 

even put a wash on. Make sure your 

partner is on hand to help carry 

your baby, and entertain any 

siblings.  

 

* Enjoy this time. Build a nest, and 

settle into it with your new baby. 

Allow yourself to hunker down & 

tune into your new family, the new 

'normal' and this new You. 
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"Dont be anxious!!! I've had 3 &

they were the most amazing

moments of my life!!  

Christmas day with  

ugly happy tears.  

How exciting!" 

Joanna



Emily says... 
"My elective c section was honestly the best day of my life. 

I’d learnt breathing exercises at a birthing class when I thought I was having a 

vaginal birth and I used them when the surgery was taking place. The techniques 

really kept me calm and stopped me shaking when I knew what was about to 

happen. You’re not in pain but it doesn’t stop you from getting anxious and 

uncomfortable! It meant I could stay calm and was actually laughing with my 

partner and the midwife throughout. 

 

The incredible staff knew exactly how to put us both at ease. The recovery was 

much better than I expected and you’re treated with love, care and respect the 

entire time.  

 

The brilliant thing about an elective c section is that you start your journey as a 

Mum with a bit of a head start. Obviously your tired and you’ve gone through 

surgery but you haven’t gone through labour for x hours or missed a nights sleep 

before baby even arrives. It really helped I think in terms of enjoying the experience 

(for me and my partner) and meant I could throw all my energy into mastering 

breast feeding. A few people asked me at the time if having the section had 

affected feeding (did milk come in at same speed as a vaginal labour or was skin to 

skin still an option) so it’s obviously something that people might have concerns 

about. It really didn’t cause any issues though and we’re still exclusively 

breastfeeding 6 months later. 

 

I’m so glad that this was the route me and my son chose.  

 

Best of luck to you. Ladies, I hope you have a wonderful experience xx 


